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Amidst the roaring sound, the world here is like boiling water, boiling violently.

The boundless heaven and earth power, as if being summoned, rushed towards Mark
madly.

After that, Mark resisted the injury and directly used the body of the Dragon God to urge
his strongest technique.

“Yundao Tianjue first style, Yunyang kicks!”

In the cold voice, Mark’s expression was majestic, and his eyes were cold.

He carried the sea of   clouds on his back and stood horizontally in the sky, and his
raised foot was like a mountain of ten thousand feet. He stomped on the offensive
formed by the joint attack of the people below.

Boom~

There was a loud noise.

Like a nuclear explosion, explode here.

Boundless energy swept through, thousands of chaos pierced through the air.

Under the eyes of everyone, Mark’s Yundao Tianjue and everyone’s joint attack
suddenly collided with each other.

“Haha~”

“ended.”

“Fucky boy, go to hell.”

“Even if you are talented, even if you have the power of a title, how can you stop the
power of our nations with a remnant body?”



At the moment when the two sides attacked and collided, Leiluo smiled proudly, and
even thought about how to go back and ask for help from King Yintian.

It’s not that he underestimated the enemy, mainly because Mark’s injury was too serious,
and it was the most empty time.

Under this circumstance, no one would think that Mark could make a desperate turn.

However, these people, how do they know the power of the dragon god body, let alone
the magic of the Yundao Tianjue technique.

Whether in Japan or before the Dongfu where Yu Yun guarded the pass, why did Mark
suffer from repeated severe injuries and never die, in a desperate situation, but still able
to show extremely tenacious vitality?

What does it rely on?

It is the Dragon God Body and Yundaotian Judgment Technique!

The dragon god body is the technique of refining the body, which can protect Mark’s
body.

Yundao Tianjue is an internal cultivation technique that can protect Mark’s heart.

It is precisely because Mark has these two powerful techniques that they complement
each other, that makes Mark repeatedly come back from desperation and put him in
death.

Just like now, even if Mark was hit hard by the people of Truman.

However, that is definitely not something that Lei Luo can insult at will!

Wow~

Sure enough, just when Lei Luo and the others were proud, their combined attack was
shattered in the storm ahead.

Yes, Mark’s defeat in their imagination did not appear at all.

On the contrary, the attack by so many of them, like falling pearls, shattered in an
uproar.

There was no block at all, not even a moment of stalemate.

The strength of the powers of the various countries was like this, it was crushed by
Mark!

“what?”



“This… how is this possible?”

“He… he actually kicked, then… broke the attack of so many of us?”

A few seconds ago, Lei Luo was still smug, but at this moment, he was stunned.

It was as if Mark slapped him on the face with a slap.

He stared at the scene in disbelief.

He wasn’t the only one, and all the powers of the countries who participated in the siege
of Mark were all stunned in this world.

Everyone, like being struck by lightning!

“One.. One kick, it breaks?”

“This…Is this impossible?”

“He… how could he be so strong?”

Chapter 2719

After seeing Mark crushing their combined attack with one foot, everyone present was
almost crazy.

They thought that so many people encircled a severely disabled body, it would be the
end of victory.

But now, they found that things did not develop as they expected.

As soon as the battle started, it was completely beyond their expectations.

“Old Lei, what…what should I do?”

“Also.. Do you still fight?”

Mark’s attack not only smashed everyone’s offensive, but also smashed everyone’s will
to fight.

For a time, in the face of Mark’s power, no one dared to step forward, and everyone
began to retreat.

After all, this one can’t fight at all.

The combination of all of them is not Mark’s enemy with one move.



“Why is this terrible?”

“Stop it.”

“Don’t fight anymore.”

“Let him go~”

Although Leiluo was very unwilling, the cruel facts made Leiluo realize that even Mark,
who was seriously injured, was still not what they could contend with.

So, up to now, even he has given up.

No more thoughts of chasing Mark.

After making up his mind, Leiluo also raised his head, looked at Mark, and said bitterly:
“Stop fighting, we don’t fight anymore.”

“You go.”

“We won’t stop you again…”

Leiluo was still talking, looking like that, he wanted to fight Mark for peace.

However, at this time, Mark’s second attack had already been brewing.

Then, facing everyone below, crashed down.

“Yundao Tianjue second style,”

“Severe landslide!”

Boom~

The storm swept through, and the energy was soaring.

In the afterglow of the scorching sun, everyone saw that a huge shadow of the fist
gathered and formed under Mark’s hands.

The shadow of the fist was huge, covering the sky and the sun.

It is like a meteorite falling from the sky, the sun shining on it, falling to the ground, the
shadow of death!

The overflowing fist wind swept across all directions.



Feeling the majestic power under this punching force, everyone present changed their
colors.

Lei Luo, who had planned to make peace with Mark, was even more horrified.

“Asshole, you… are you still here?”

“We are all armistice, how dare you still attack us?”

Relo scolded angrily there.

When everyone heard the words, they only thought that Lei Luo was an idiot.

Dare you can siege and kill people, but they can’t kill you yet?

Do you say an armistice means an armistice?

“Big brother, don’t shout!”

“Run for your life~”

At this time, Lei Luo’s two companions rushed up with a black face, pulled Lei Luo and
started to run.

After all, Mark is too strong.

The siege of so many people was crushed by his foot.

Now facing Mark’s counterattack, everyone naturally has only one thought left in their
hearts, that is, escape!

Yes, there is no idea of   resistance at all.

Now they just wanted to survive and escape from Mark’s claws.

For a while, he originally besieged Mark and clamored for the killing of the titled Grand
Master. After a few breaths, Mark was shocked.

One by one, like mad, scattered like birds and beasts, fleeing frantically in all directions.

However, no matter how fast these people flee, how quickly can they pass Mark’s
surging power?

Boom~

With a majestic punch, it crashed.



It’s just like a nuclear bomb exploded here.

The rocks collapsed and the earth cracked.

The granite, which is as hard as steel, shattered directly into powder and vanished
under Mark’s fist strength.

And the place where everyone stood before blasted a huge pit.

The ravine is huge, stretching for a hundred meters and reaching a depth of several
feet.
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